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PREFACE 
11 Man is an illogical creature who wishes for long life, but 
never for old age." This definition appeared in the Boston Globe under 
the _caption "Comic Dictionary, 11 and at first glance, it did seem 
amusing. 
On second thought, however, it is not so amusing when one 
considers that because of this fallacious reasoning, the average 
11 young" person feels that the problems of the 11 older11 person will never 
apply to him, so why bother planning for old age? 
And when one goes a step further to consider the implications 
of compulsory retirement at age 65 for those who have done no planning, 
the above definition loses all its humor. 
Because of the mounting evidence indicating the serious con-
sequences of approaching retirement without a definite plan tailored 
t o the individual's needs, industry and society should feel obligated 
to make some arrangements for pre-retirement counseling to aid retirees 
in making the necessary physiological, social, and psychological adjust-
menta. This counseling should point out that change is the only constant 
in this world and that long range planning is necessary as an aid in 
adjusting to change. If the prospective retiree is briefed on the pos-
sible methods by which he may make his adjustment more easily and is 
made aware of the community resources available to aid him, his chances 
of living a satisfying life after retirement will be greatly enhanced. 
Today many companies have some sort of financial program for 
their retirees, but (with a few notable exceptions) they have yet to 
reco~ize that financial security does not guarantee emotional security. 
Another consideration, which most profit-conscious industrial 
concerns are overlooking, is the long run economic and social impli-
cations of the steadily increasing proportion of older people in our 
population with each succeeding year. Many of these people are willing 
and able to contribute their efforts to our economy, but because of long-
standing prejndices and misunderstandings concerning the aging, their 
valuable skills and experience are rejected. If they can1 t find a means 
of supplementing their inadequate pensions, they may be forced to look 
to their communities for aid, the cost of whiCh will be reflected in 
industrial taxes. 
So, from a humanitarian and a long run economic viewpoint in-
dust ry and society should make an earnest effort to be sure that prospec-
tive retirees are alerted to the problems awaiting them in the new phase 
of living they are retiring to. Included in this effort should be an 
attempt on the part of both union and management (with the cooperation of 
community centers like Boston's recently opened Age Center of New England,) 
to change the attitude of our society toward this new phenomenon in our 
culture; the emergence of a sabstantial proportion of people over 65 in 
our population tho are ready, willing and able to perform a useful 
function in our economy. 
Changing the current 11 climate of opinion" toward the older 
worker, presents a special challenge to responsible leaders in the field 
of personnel. 
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CHAPTER I 
A DISCUSSION OF FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO 
OLDER WORKERS ' PROBLEMS 
u.s. Historically Unprepared for Problem of the Aging 
The u.s. was founded by immigrants in the prime of life, and 
its population was fed by an influx of young vigorous people for many 
years. Add to this a high mortality rate due to hardship and m88€er 
medical knowledge and it becomes obvious that the u.s. unlike foreign 
nations had no problem of the aging and therefore never had to give it 
a thought -- until recently. 
The gradual increase in the number of people over 65 in the 
U..S.,in proportion to the total population, has taken place so slowly 
that most people are unaware of the proportions of this shift in popu-
lation structure. 
For example, in 186o, 850,000 people in u.s. were over 65. 
(2.7% of the total population). In 1930, 6.6 million were over 65. (5.~ 
of the total population). And since 1940, the number of people 65 and 
over has increased by about 50% and now tota~s nearly 13,500,000. By 
1975 , this figure is expected to total bet~~en 17-20 million.• 
Medical Advances Increase Retirement Years 
Of further significance is the fact that because of medical 
advances increasing a person's life span and economic and social develop-
ments placing a time limit on his work activity, the average person can 
expect to spend an increasing amount of time in retirement, compared to . 
*27, P• 4 
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his forebears. 
To illustrate; in 1900, a man 40 years old had a life ex-
pectancy of 68, and usually worked till 64, which left him four years of 
retirement. In 1940, a man the same age had a life expectancy of 70, 
worked till 64, leaving him six years of retirement. At this rate, it 
is estimated that by 1975, the average man will have %-years of retire-
ment to look forward to.* 
The foregoing paragraphs indicate that there is an urgent need 
t o develop some plan to utilize the abilities of the growing number of 
people over 65. ** 
In the Past, Need for Wisdom & Skill of Elders 
Assured Their Social Status 
This need would not be so urgent if our economy were not as 
highly specialized as it is tod~. Fifty years ago 6o% of the total 
population lived in rural areas, as against 41% today. The ~perior 
skill and w1 sdom of the elders was important in ru.ral living. Today 
with more oldsters living in urban areas, it ia thought that their skills 
are not as essential to the routine mechanized living so they are made 
to feel they are just taking up space.**"' 
Also our highly specialized industries with their emphasis on 
machines for skilled work make it easier to get rid of the older worker 
and replace him with a younger man who can more easily keep up with the 
fast pace of the machine age. 
*1, P• 57 
** i:!, P• 90 
*** 3, P• 118 
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Compulsory Retirement & Group Insurance Plans 
Intensify Older Workers• Re-employment Problem 
ln addition to requiring workers to retire involuntarily at 
65, the compulsory retirement policy also required 20-30 years of 
service for full pension rights. This encouraged employer8 to adopt a 
policy of hiring men young enough to fulfill this requirement. This 
policy was particularly hard on older workers during the depression of 
the JQs, and, paradoxically, was caused not by the increasing he~rtles8-
ness of industry, but by its wish to provide for its employee~ in 
retirement. 
The introduction of group insurance plans with the cost of 
premiums to companies dependent on the age of its employees 'gave ad-
ditional impetus to the tendency to try to keep _the average age of 
workers down.* 
Social Security Recipient's Earnings Restricted 
At present, the _amount a social securit~ recipient will 
receive after 65 can be reduced if he is earning more than $100 per 
month.** This arbitrary power of the federal government to restrict 
the amount of return an individual can receive from a fund to which 
only he and his employer (and not the government) have contributed is, 
to say the least. questionable. 
Employer Attitude on Workmen's Compensation Laws 
For some inexplicable reason the average employer feels that 
the presence of a considerable number of older workers on his payroll 
will increase his insurance premiums. This assumption is erroneous 
*4, P• 29 
**28, P• 1103 
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since hazards of the industry and frequency of accidents are what 
determine the rate an employer will pay, and studies have shown that the 
older worker is apt to be less accident prone than the younger worker. 
·In fact a National Association of Manufacturers' Survey in 1951, Showed 
that the older workers had a 32% better safety record than their younger 
counterparts.* 
Seniority and Promotion from Within 
Discourages Emploxment of Older Workers 
Seniority and promotion from within are two of the chief 
reasons for industr,y 1s reluctance to hire older workers. Seniority pro-
tects workers until they reach retirement age but prevents displaced or 
retired older workers from beingre-employed at the same occupational 
level and pay rates for which they qualify. This is true because the 
seniority system protects the senior men Who are already employed and 
are at the older workers• age level.** 
Promotion from within encourages hiring only younger men; and 
moving them up through the ranks to fill vacancies lessens the oppor-
tunity for an older worker to gain entrance to a company following this 
practice. 
One reason for the promotion-from-within policy is to maintain 
what industry calls a balanced labor force. Since union seniority rules 
require a company to 11 carry" older workers • hiring more older workers 
would give the company an overload of older people.*** 
*5. P• 172 
**5, P• 174 
***6, P• 65 
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Older Worker's Attitude Toward Re-employment 
Often Works Against Him 
In many cases, the older job applicant is his own worst enemy. 
By making unrealistic demands in relation to wages, travel, type of work, 
and working condi tiona, he creates an unfavorable impression on a po-
tential employer. If he is unfamiliar with labor market conditions in 
his area., the older job applicant becomes discouraged easily. Another 
stumbling block in m~ eases is a stubborn refusal to admit that he 
can't do things peysically that he used to do. And for ma.ny older people 
looking for work, the idea of accepting younger supervision is unthinkable. • 
The above sharply points up the need for specialized counseling 
for older workers. 
u.s. A Nation of Youth Worshippers 
The u.s. worships youth. !or example, our national heroes are 
20 year old ballplayers and movie stars rather than philosophers and 
physicists. High pressure advertising is geared to keeping us looking 
youthful and making us fear the ravages of age. So it is only natural 
that industry should fall prey to its own slogans and look for men with 
"zing, bounce, drive, aggressiveness," and for women 11 with looks."** 
From the above discussion, it is obvious that the older or 
retired worker labors under a severe handicap when seeking re-employment. 
Not only are society and industry historically and emotionally unprepared 
to cope with his problem, but the older worker because of his rigid 
thinking and laCk of foresight, makes his own problem even more difficult. 
*29, p. 27 
••6, p. 64 
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Popular "Ju.nkyard11 Philosopb.y of Life 
The older worker will continue to have a difficult time when 
seeking re-employment a.s long as our society's thinking toward the aged 
continues to resemble that of a. man getting ready to turn in his old 
automobile. 11 The car is old, therefore it's ready for the ~ard. 11 
When will society realize that older people are not inanimate objects, 
and that there is still considerable mileage left 11 under the hood" of 
an old timer if he is given the opportunity to show what he can do? 
Paradoxically, it is interesting to note that although older 
workers on the one hand are being discarded because of supposed lessening 
of ability, they are also expected to do better work than the younger ' men. 
This thinking is evident even in institutions of higher learning where 
the writer on applying for admission to the undergraduate school of one 
of the large universities was told; 11 because of your age you will have 
to do better than average on our entrance el:.amination." 
A pre-retirement counseling program aimed at educating 
industry, society, and the older worker should go far t o\tard eliminating 
the biases and erroneous conceptions concerning the older or retired 
worker. 
In the next chapter we shall examine some of the pre-conceived 
notions held by management and unions. 
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CHAPTER II 
CONFLICTING ATTITUDES OF MANAGEMENT AND UNIONS 
TOWARD CONTINUF..D EMPLOYMENT OF OLDER WORKER 
Common Management Misconceptions Concerning Older Workers 
One of the biggest barriers to the re-employment of older and 
retired workers is t he rigid a t tit ude of many employers toward the ability 
of these workers to keep up with the younger worker s . 
For example, the employer frequently assumes that physical age 
and chronological age go hand in hand. He reasons that a man 65 years of 
age must be slowing down just because he has reached that age. Yet 
geriatric studies have proved conclusively that all people do not age at 
the same rate, and that some people at 65 have physiques similar to 
people twenty years younger. 
Another misconception is that older workers can't break set 
work habits , so they are unable to adapt to new situations. This may be 
true in some cases, but during World War II and the critical manpower 
shortage, many older workers made successful adjustments to new jobs and 
surroundings --because they were given the opportunity; and Jobs in some 
.c.a.ses were re-designed to suit their capabilities.* 
What about the claims of some employers that older workers can't 
get along with younger workers, that they are less stable, are absent more 
frequently, and can't keep up with production schedules? The facts show 
(according to a 1951 National Association of Manufacturers' survey) that 
older workers were a steadying influence on the younger group. Of the 
employers questioned, 22% reported superior performance by older workers, 
~7. P• 151 
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48% reported better attendance records, 32% reported better safety 
records, and 48% reported that older workers had mncn better attitudes 
toward their wrk.* 
Another illogical assumption made by many employers is that 
the older worker is slower to learn; therefore his value to management 
has lessened directly in proportion to his lose of learning speed. It 
is true that as one grows older he many lose speed in learning, but his 
accuracy in learning increases, which is important to management when 
hiring for jobs that require accuracy, persistence, and endurance.** 
The value of a pre-retirement counseling program such as Esso 
Standard 1 s where an industry has taken the initiative, or the Age Center 
of New England, where farseeing people in the community have assumed the 
responsibility, is that erroneous assumptions such 8$ those mentioned 
above can be corrected. 
If some of the physiological aspects of aging could be ex-
plained to potential employers, the older job applicant might receive 
more intelligent consideration than he does now. 
For example, if it were explained to employers that although 
older people have sensory and motor losses, they compensate for this by 
exposing themselves to fewer accidents and by being more safety minded 
than younger people, the employers might he more willing to take a chance 
with the older worker. Or if it were pointed out that studies have shown 
that older folks who have steadily worked at their motor skills or verbal 
skills easily surpass the younger folks in these skills, management might 
*5, PP•l-?2-173 
**8, P• 23 
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change their rigid thinking about the older workers' abilities.* . 
Another management misconception is that hiring older workers 
will greatly increase cost s of pension plans. A Canadian Actuary co~ 
pared the payroll costs of two similar companies , one hiring only up to 
age 35, and the other hiring up to age 59· He found that the company 
hiring people up to age 59 incurred only 2% more payroll cost than the 
one hiring only to age 35•** 
This one example naturally does not prove conclusively that 
there will be very little added payroll expense for all companies who hire 
older .workers, but it does suggest that all companies could check to see 
whether there would be a significa.nt increase in payroll expense before 
closing the door to the older job applicants. 
From the above discussion it would seem to be a fair conclusion 
that it isn't so much lack of ability that prevents an older person from 
getting a job, but rather discrimination based on misunderstanding. The 
older worker may not be as soWld pqsically as a younger·...man., but he has 
skill and knowledge gained by experience which has economic value to the 
community. When the older worker is discarded, not only is this skill 
and knowledge lost, but he possibly becomes dependent on charity and is 
then a burden on the community.*** 
The responsible employer might well ask himself it it is wise to 
ll 
squeeze the work force into age categories or whether it would not be better 
to utilize overall manpower to its logical productive capacity?**** 
*9, PP• 33-34 
**30, P• 19 
***10 , P• 34 
****30, P• 18 
Union Barriers to Older Worker Re-employment 
Although unions generally favor continued employment for the 
older worker,claiming that the worker hae a right to his job as long as 
he is qualified and able, some of their rulings have been detrimental to 
the interests of the older worker seeking re-employment. 
To cite some examples, the refusal of many unions to permit the 
dot~-grading in p~ or position of older workers has made employers 
reluctant to hire older people that they might shortly have to 11 carry" in 
the same job and pay grade. Some unions require apprenticeship to start 
in a shop, thus precluding the hiring of older workers. 30% of the inter-
national unions prevent retired union workers from working part time at 
their trade. The fear of 11 wage-busting11 prevents elderly shut-ins from 
making a living at home. Almost all unions refuse to allo"' an old timer 
to remain on his old job for less money if he can 1t do a full da.y 1 s work. 
And there are some union officials who shrug off the aged workers' 
problems as an unavoidable aspect of fUll employment.• 
Now that we have examined some of the basic attitudes Which 
help to explain the behavior of both management and unions toward the 
older worker, it might also be helpful to examine union and management's 
attitudes toward compulsory retirement. 
Some Managements in Favor of Fixed Retirement Age 
Generally speaking, responsible members of management favor 
compulsory retirement at 65, and some very good arguments are advanced to 
show that this is a wise plan. 
*6, P• 70 
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Esso Standard Oil Co, a leader in the field of pre-retirement 
counseling is absolutely sold on their compulsory retirement program. 
Here are the chief advantages claimed for their program: 
1. All employees are treated alike and no charges of dis-
crimination or unfair treatment are possible with con-
sequent lowering of morale. 
2. The retiree can plan in advance for his retir.ement, and 
the employer can have long range replacement plans which aid 
in maintaining efficient operations. 
3· Younger people are assured of advancement and the employer 
gets the benefit of periodic Changes in key jobs as the younger 
men with fresh ideas move up. 
4. The older worker is able to retire with no stigma of mental 
or physical disability. 
5. The decision concerning who is to retire is made objectively, 
thus precluding the possibility of an error of human judgment. 
6. From a general economic and social standpoint, a fixed 
retirement age is desirable, since the basic soundness of 
mandatory retirement is unaffected by the requirements of an 
aging population. 
7. A fixed retirement age allows people who are still physi-
cally and mentally alert to become useful in areas that have 
need of their talents, either social, economic, or political. 
8. Plans of a discretionary nature may retain some valuable 
men, but a lot of deadwood will also remain, costing the 
company more money for pension and for inefficiency. Also the 
more efficient people will be the ones who have planned ahead 
for retirement so a greater proportion of these workers will 
probably retire voluntarily, leaving management with a greater 
proportion of the inefficient workers.* 
Labor Against Fixed Retirement Age 
In most cases, union policy toward compulsory retirement has 
been that of resistance, claiming that the worker has a right to his job 
as long as he is qualified and physically able to work. The union feeling 
*11, P• 72 
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is that retirement programs should be discretionary, or voluntary, but 
no forced retirement. 
Some unions have agreed to a compulsory retirement age of 65 
or over, but ~nth the stipulation that the worker can petition for 
exemption. 
Unions also argue that the industrial worker is not anxious to 
retir e since he wants to be self-supporting and independent, and his 
social life revolves around his job. Forced retirement is a profound 
shock to him, and counseling and preparation for retirement will not 
help the adjustment of most of those who now attain old age. Also, 
unions argue, most workers can't afford to retire since their pensions 
do not cover their cost of living. 
Unions further point out that jobs can be adapted and re-
designed for the needs of older workers as borne out in periods of high 
employment. Also the increased proportion of older people in the u.s. 
population and the number of younger people diverted to military services 
demands that more jobs must be re-designed so older people can handle 
them. 
Finally unions feel that industry has a social responsibility 
to re-design jobs and rehabilitate the older worker if it is in the 
interest of the economy as a whole.• 
Need for Union and Management Compromise 
In view of the above discussion, it is not surprising that most 
unions are opposed to compulsory retirement,and that the issue has caused 
strikes. Most unions feel that management retirement conditioning programs 
*12, PP• 77-80 
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are designed to prevent or hinder the growing movement to do away with 
compulsory retirement. 
This attitude indicates that management has an educational job 
to do if it wants to promote union cooperation. Management should try 
to make clear to unions why it favors compulsory retirement and pre-
retirement counseling, and encourage union participation in the retire-
ment program. 
Of the 76 companies queried in a National Association of 
Manufacturers Survey in 19.!)3~ entitled 11 A Survey of Post Retirement 
Practices in Industry, 11 it was discovered that only 5 unions partici-
pa.ted in the retirement programs, 49 unions didn 1t and the r .est were 
either non-union or gave no answer. Based on these figures, future 
cooperation between unions and management concerning retirement policies 
seems ~estionable.* 
Now that we have discussed union and management attitudes 
t o .... Jard the re-hiring and continued employment of older workers, and have 
considered the pros and cons of compulsory vs. voluntary retirement of 
older workers, it might be well to examine the effect of all this con-
fusion on the older worker 1s attitude toward himself and his place in 
society. 
*18, PP• 449-450 
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CHAPTER III 
DANGER OF OLDER WORKER DEVELOPING A NEGATIVE 
ATTITUDE TOWARD POST-RETIREMENT LIVING 
Unprepared Retiree Lacks Purpose for Living 
Most old folks have worked steadily and industriously in a 
society which respects only its productive members. When an older 
person is made to feel he is no longer a productive member of society, 
it is a tragedy to him, since it symbolizes the end of his independence 
and therefore the end of his reason for living.* 
Another faetor contributing to a negatiYe att!tu4t toward 
living after retirement is the general feeling of older people that 
after 65 there are only about five years left to them,so why plan for it? 
Also most of them feel that after 65 they will be too feeble to live a 
normal life. Statistics contradict this viewpoint but this prevailing 
attitude prevents the average worker from planning effectively for re-
tirement, and causes a deterioration of his attitude toward the present 
and the future. This attitude exists from the lowest to the highest 
occupational levels.** 
Gradual Erosion of Inner Security 
Still another factor which contributes to the unprepared re-
tiree's increasing discouragement is the gradual loss of inner security 
he experiences. Regardless of age, we all have common needs which con-
tribute to our physical and emotional well-being. 
*7, P• 150 
**19, P• 265 
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Among these are the need for emotional security and affection, 
gained by loving and being loved, and by living in an environment where 
things go on the accustomed way. We also need the social recognition and 
status gained by receiving respect from those whom we respect. To make 
life worth living we also need a sense of worth and self respect which 
is maintained by living up to one's ideals;and last but not least, 
adequate food, clothing, shelter and reasonably good health are necessary 
to living the good life. 
These needs are more difficult for the older person to achieve 
because society and the older person's body inflict insults such as: 
1. The loss of physical health and vigor.* 
2. The loss of physical attractiveness (sexual powers). 
3. The loss of a wife or loved ones who respect him. 
4. Status and power achieved in middle age is taken over by 
younger people (e.g. social, civic, promotions in business). 
5. Compulsory retirement at a time when he most needs re-
assurance, or has economic need. 
6. The tendency for society to respect older people for what 
they were, not what they are. 
Maladjustment Within Family Circle 
Lack of preparation for retirement can extend to the retiree's 
family and fUrther complicate his adjustment problem. If he suffers a 
loss of prestige within the family circle because of a lesser financial 
contribution, or because he's now idle, a primary source of help in his 
hour of need is denied him because of lack of foresight on the part of 
.. 
his company, himself, and his family. The retiree will probably prowl 
around the house 11 getting in the way11 because he has no outside interests, 
*13, P• 11 
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now that he doesn't have co-worker companionship. Or perhaps grown sons 
or daughters may resent either his reduced finances or his puttering 
around the house. And in some families there is a rivalry for the af-
faction of the young ones between grandfather and the children's parents.* 
This family friction, picayune as it may seem is another factor contri-
buting to an unprepared retiree's increasing feeling of frustration and 
uselessness. 
Reduced Income May Necessitate Relocating 
Unless the income status of the people of the United States 
has undergone a drastic change since 1950, the chances are that a majority 
of people 65 and over have to relocate with a consequent loss of familiar 
friends and environment. For example, in 1950, the total cash income of 
two-thirds of all persons 65 and over in the United States was less than 
$1 , 000 per year. Thirty percent of those 65 and over had income from 
employment, one-fifth from old age assistance and one-third from old age 
and survivors' insurance and related private retirement programs. An 
unknown number have income from personal savings, and many are without 
income and are dependent on Children, or other relatives for support.** 
This problem of reduced income and the need for relocating is another 
deterrent to the retiree's development of a positive attitude toward 
living. 
Prospect of Prolonged Unemployment Discouraging 
In 1951, u.s. Employment service studies in all localities 
showed that in spite of the stimulus to the economy caused by the Korean 
situation, larger proportions of older than younger workers were out of 
*19, P• 270 
**31. P• 117 
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work for more than twenty weeks. Also a large percentage of older workers 
were unemployed so long that they used up all their unemployment benefits 
plus whatever savings they had been able to acou.mu.late. After this point 
was reached they then had to resort to private or public assistance with 
a resulting loss in social status and self esteem. 
The studies further showed that a full employment or an ex-
panding employment situation in our economy is no guarantee that employ-
ment opportunities for the older worker correspondingly improve. In 
fact, the studies showed that workers 45 and over in every occupational 
category have fewer employment opportunities than their representation in 
these categories would warrant.* 
And so we chalk up another strike against the possibility of the 
older worker or retiree evolving a positive attitude toward post-retire-
ment 11 ving. 
Unsympathetic Reception Given Older Job Applicant 
With the exception of the u.s. Employment Service, little or 
nothing is done to give the older job applicant the specialized screening 
and counseling he so badly needs. In fact,the author was told by one 
grim-faced interviewer for a private employment agency, 11 you1re not so bad 
off, buddy; you1re only 35; if you're 45 today, you've had it." This 
attitude is not only stupid but downright wasteful. However, the 
employment agencies are merely echoing the employers• attitudes, and as 
long as employers continue to put age ceilings on job orders, the older 
worker will play second fiddle to the younger man who in many cases is 
not his equal in ability. 
*5, PP• 174-175 
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Educational Program at Industrial and 
Community Level Sorely Needed 
In view of the above discussion it would seem that some means 
of promoting positive attitudes toward the contribution our elder citizens 
are still capable of making to our economy, is necessary. 
When the social, personal and economic needs of the old folks 
are analyzed, perhaps an effective adult educational program at the 
community level can be evolved to aid them in finding solutions to their 
adjustment problems. However, the difficulty with any educational program 
for older people is that it is difficult to persuade the average older 
person that he should never stop learning. Most of our elder ci t izens 
have had little formal schooling and are conscious that they have grown 
old and therefore would feel awkward going back to school. Also they are 
not used to group learning am they know that society won't frown if 
they should decide to take life easy. The result is that relatively few 
people in their sixties and above take advantage of adult education 
programs in their communities.* 
It is here tha.D. a.n industrial pre-retirement counseling program 
would prove invaluable. If the habit of learning were developed and the 
value of education to develop creative potential were pointed out to a 
worker at an early age, he would be apt to be more receptive to the idea 
of continuing his education as an aid to long-range planning for retire-
ment. At present, even the companies who have pre-retirement counseling 
programs find it impracticable to begin counseling workers before age 50. 
But there is a general agreement that beginning the counseling at 40 would 
be better.** A great deal of the success of such a program would of 
*14, PP• 116-117 
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course depend on the teet and diplomacy of the e~tnselors. 
Perhaps the day will come when all industries will feel the 
economic, social and p~ychological need to cooperate with their indi-
vidual communities in a pre-retirement counseling program open to ~11 . 
workers forty years of age and over. That this is not at all improbable 
is evidenced by the fact that several smaller companies in the New 
England area, although financially unable to conduct their own pre-
retirement counseling program, are supporting Boston's newly formed Age 
Center of New EnglEmd, a community service organized to counsel workers 
approaching retirement age.• 
In the next chapter, we shall examine some of the techniques 
which a well administered pre-retirement counseling program could use 
in improving the economic, social and psychological status of our senior 
citizens. 
*24, P• 10 
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CHAPTER IV 
ROLE OF PRE-P.ETIREMENT COUNSELING IN PROMCYriNG 
POSITIVE ATTITUDE TOWARD RETIREMENT 
Distinguish Between Retiring To and ~ 
All too frequently an older person facing retirement feels 
that to be able to rela~ and do nothing will be all the satisfaction 
he'll need for happy post-retirement living. This 11 retiring from" at-
titude usually results in boredom and frustration for the retiree within 
a six month period after retirement. Nobody consciously desires to 
retire to sheer emptiness and a feeling of uselessness after 65. Yet 
the older person who is just drifti~ to11rard retirement will probably 
experience this within a short time after he retires.* 
This unfortunate experience could be avoided if it were pointed 
out in advance to the prospective retiree that retirement should mean 
that he has arrived at a point in his life Where he is, in many cases, 
financially able to voluntarily pursue new and useful activities which 
he has been interested in for many years. This is called the "retiring 
to 11 attitude,** and the first aim of a pre-retirement counseling program 
should be to develop in the older worker this type of a positive atti-
tude toward retirement. 
Supply Useful Suggestions for Post-Retirement Adjustment 
Hobbies 
Every one of us has something we get a kick out of doing. The 
*26, P• 9 
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more fortunate among us get this satisfaction from some phase of our 
~~ork. But whether it 1s work satisfaction or leisure time satisfaction 
tha.t is desired from this activity, it merits consideration as a possible 
hobby for our post-retirement living. A skillful pre-retirement counselor 
can, by questioning and testing prospective retiree's aptitudes, point 
out the possible activities which he might find satisfying, based on 
his indicated interests. 
For example, if a person is clever with his hands and likes 
woodworking, he may find that handcrafts will make his shift from one 
type of life to another a great deal easier. This type of hobby is one 
in Which a man and his wife can develop a common interest, thus increas-
ing the satisfaction gained by sharing something with each other. 
Interest, skill and enthusiasm are necessary to be a successful crafts-
man, but age is no barrier.* 
Try new job before retirement 
If a prospective retiree has always had an interest in another 
type of work, but was unable to try it out for economic reasons, a pre-
retirement counselor would point out that no'"• before retirement, he 
should try it out if possible during his spare time. With the counselor's 
help he could probably make the necessary arrangements. Or if the: pro- · 
spective retiree always wanted to go into business for himself, or do 
consulting work, the sources of information on these interests could be 
made available to him through efficient pre-retirement coUnseling 
programs. 
*16, PP• 93-95 
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Point Out Industries With Flexiable Age Requirements 
~or those people approaching retirement who are interested only 
in getting another job, full-time or part-time, the counselor can indi-
cate those industries whose policies are more flexible regarding the 
hiring of older workers. Generally speaking, advertising agencies and 
public utilities have strict rules regarding the entrance age for new 
employees. The chemical, plastics, and aviation industries also impose 
age restrictions more so than older industries. In service industries, 
and in service jobs in industry, the age requirements are not as strict. 
Highly skilled occupations do not stress age as much, and large firms 
impose it more than medium or small firms.* More specifically, older 
workers have a better chance for reemployment in agriculture, finance, 
insurance and real estate, and personal and professional services.** 
Community Service Functions as an Outlet for Retiree's Energy 
Many oldsters who are willing and able to perform a useful 
service for their communities are completely unaware of the community 
service functions which need people with leisure time who can afford to 
donate their time or to work for a modest wage. A pre-retirment counselor 
would point out to an older worker that if he became active in Y.M.O . A. 
work or social work, for example, in his spare time before retirement, he 
would be ~rer that he would be asked to lend a hand in his retirement 
years.*** The counselor would also supply the interested older worker 
with the names of these organizations and perhaps arrange an introduction 
for him to an official in the organization of his choice. 
*6, P• 63 
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The Day Center as an Aid in Adjustment 
If an older worker doesn't wa.nt or need to work after retire-
ment, but just wants something to do or someone his own age to talk to, 
the counselor might suggest the Day Center, such as the one in New York 
City. This center for older people offers all tYPes of recreation in-
eluding arts and crafts, picnics, and committees who visit the sick. The 
Center is run on a 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. five day week basis, and through 
participation in such an organization, older people can be aided over the 
rough spots in retirement adjustment. The New York City Day Center also 
has medical, psychological and psychiatric facilities as well as group 
work, case work and personal counseling which make for easier development 
and adjustment of the older worker.* 
Adult Edugation and its Possibilities 
The prospective retiree should be made aware of the educational 
facilities available to him as an aid in adjusting to post-retirement 
living. Public school systems in many cities have free adult education 
programs, and some colleges have introduced free educational programs for 
people over 65. 
For example, Syracuse University, the University of Illinois, 
the University of Chicago and the University of Michigan offer courses 
on the adjustment problems of the aging. At the University of Chicago, 
the course content is directed .by the class, based on their needs. They 
are aided in forming retirement plans by instruction in financial planning, 
vocational ·guidance, health, and personal and family problems. Also in-
eluded is a medical exam and a psychiatric diagnosis if desired.** 
*17, PP• 165-170 
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Help Retiree Discover Hidden Assets 
Almost all of us have unsuspected potentialities and it is 
this source that should be tapped to aid the older person's adjustment 
to retirement. In some people, it may be a hobby that can be turned 
into full-time or part-time employment. Or perhaps some phase of the 
skill a person has acquired on his lifetime job can be transferred to a 
post-retirement occupation not as physically taxing as the former job. 
Incidentally, encouraging an older person to develop a post-retirement 
interest can have complications since many times the prospective retiree 
will set his heart on something which is beyond his ability, either 
physically or mentally. If this happens, skillful counseling of a non-
directive nature is necessary so that the older person will eventually 
"discover" that his chOice of a post-retirement activity really isn't 
practical for him. 
Individual Counseling Aids Reemployment of Older Worker 
In addition to aiding the older person in his choice of a 
realistic outlet for his creative potential, specialized counseling also 
proves invaluable in solving reemployment problems of older workers. 
For examp~e, a 74 year old retired salesman was having diffi-
culty finding suitable employment. As a result of a group discussion at 
Boston's Age Center of New England, he discovered that his attitude that 
an employer "ought11 to hire him, was the cause of his difficulty. When 
he afterwards sought employment emphasizing what he could do for the 
employer he had several job offers, and was pleasantly surprised to find 
that his age was not a barrier as he had previously thought.• 
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The Bureau of Employment Security in Harrisburg, Pa, bas what 
is called a "Special Services to Older Workers Program." This program 
was made necessary because of ~he difficulty the older worker is en-
countering in his quest for reemployment. Their efforts in the older 
workers' behalf is indicative of what industr.y-wide pre-retirement 
counseling programs could do, and the fact that such a program was deemed 
necessary is fUrther proof of the urgent need for such pre-retirement 
counseling. 
Pennsylvania's program, typified by that of the Harrisburg 
office, has three main objectives: 
1. To assure equal opportunities for the older worker in 
competition with younger workers. 
2. To obtain employment for the older wo rkers at the highest 
skill of which they are capable. 
3• To assure for the older workers satisfactory adjustment 
to their occnpation and work situation. 
In order to realize these objectives the employment bureau 
employees have to be alert to the older workers' unrealistic attitudes 
(supra p. 7) and try to correct them by: 
1. Aptitude testing to determine the type of work most 
suitable physically and mentally. 
2. Aiding the older worker in evaluating his loss of 
production speed or other changes in work ability. 
3· Helping the older worker to recognize the need for 
traini ng, re-training or transfer of former skills . 
4. Giving cnrrent labor market informat ion so the older 
applicant can ascertain the prospects in his former occupa-
tion, or recognize the need for conversion to a new vocation-
al area. 
5. Supply labor market information related to wages and 
working conditions. 
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6. Building up the older worker's confidence which has 
perhaps been shaken somewhat. 
During an interview with an older job applicant, the emplo~-
ment bureau interviewer treats him like any other appli cant. That is, 
a complete work history is taken without emphasizing age. The history 
is then carefully checked, and even if there are no physical handicaps 
evident, the interviewer attempts to square the applicant's physical 
condition with the physical demands of the job the applicant seeks. 
Information on the applicant 1 a economic and famil~ status and any personal 
traits which might affect his work are also noted. Hobbies can sometimes 
be a source of income so this is also checked. If, as a result of this 
interview, the older applicant is sent out to a potential emplo~er, the 
bureau attempts to verify promptl~ the referral results. In this way, 
the bureau can determine whether the older worker was hired, and if not, 
question the emplo~er to find out and correct the flaws in the applicant t s 
job seeking approach.* 
That this type of specialized treatment of older job applicants 
aida greatly in their reemployment is evidenced by the results obtained 
by the U. s. Employment Service in Washington, D.C. The older job appli-
cants were divided into a control and experimental group. The experi-
mental group received special placement service ( similar to that 
described in the preceding paragraph) while the control group received 
only the ordinary service.. It was found that members of the experimental 
group were placed three times as often as those in the control group.** 
*29, P• 27 
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Aiding a retired or older worker in his quest for reemployment 
is ~st one of the many benefits of a well administered pre-retirement 
counseling program. To get an idea of what can be accomplished in 
industry, let 1 s take a look at one of the better pre-retirement counseling 
programs now in operation. 
Objectives 
Procedure 
Pre-Retirement Counseling Program of 
Esso Standard Oil Co. of N •. r. 
Esso'e program has three main objectives: 
1. To give each prospective retirant an idea of the problems 
he is apt to encounter when he retires. 
2. To encourage the person Who is facing retirement to 
organize his thinking in relation to suitable post-retire-
ment activities and interests. 
3· To persuade the potential retiree to put his plans into 
action before retirement. 
Employees who will be retiring within a year are invited to 
participate in a discussion group which meets five times with four day 
intervals. The meetings are one hour in leDgth and are held on company 
time. Groups are limited to 10-15 people with attendance voluntary. 
Members of the employee training staff lead these discussions. 
Description of Meetings 
1. The first hour meeting consists of a fifteen minute get 
acquainted period, a ten minute introduction to the program, a five 
minute explanation of what retirement is, and a five minute discussion 
of older workers' hidden assets. This is followed by a ten minute talk 
on the essentials for happiness, another ten minutes devoted to checking 
the plans of the group, and a five minute summary at the end. 
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The leader tries to promote a friendly atmosphere by getting 
group members to introduce themselves and tell what their job is within 
the Esso organization. In discussing the meaning of retirement, it is 
pointed out that retirement should be looked upon as a graduation from 
one phase of living to another which has freedom from routine and an 
opportunity for further achievement. The prospective retirees are told 
that they have hidden assets ~ch as skill, wisdom, a status in their 
community, financial independence and freedom from pressure. 
Needs essential to a person's happiness are then discussed 
and a chart is distributed containing these needs across the top, with 
a vertical column to t e left for the prospective retiree to list the 
activities he has pla ed or will plan for his retirement. It is hoped 
that by faithfully fol owing the chart (presented on page 31) the older 
worker will be motivated to plan for his coming retirement, and to check 
how well his retirement plans will ~Ifill the needs mentioned in the 
chart. 
2. The second hour meeting, held four days late~ is conducted 
by a physician who explains in layman's language what growing old means, 
the predictable stresses of older age, and the company's part in the 
health picture. Then the doctor spends twenty-five minutes discussing 
the following six steps to a livelier old age: 
1. Sensible living, which inclw:le smoking and drinking 
in moderation, adequate sleep and proper diet. 
2. The need for a regular health checku.p 
3· The value of moderate exercise 
4. The development of proper safety prec~tions 
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5. The value of an optimistic viewpoint toward life 
6. Having a goal for achievement 
At the close of the meeting the doctor points out that frustration. 
monotony and tension are the basis of much unhappiness and mental ill 
health. To combat these evils the doctor recommends that the group 
members develop a hobby or some activity which will be usefnl in retire-
ment. 
3· The third meeting is devoted to a dis~ssion of the im-
portant items included in a comprehensive plan for retirement. The group 
members are told that it 1 s a good idea to plan in advance for retirement, 
to discuss retirement plans with their family and to know what their re-
tirement income relative to their expenses will be. Also the choice of 
a suitable location (if relocation is necessary) is discussed as well 
as the choi ce of a suitable activity. With regard to the wisdom of early 
planning for retirement, the leader points out that the prospective 
retirees may have to live on a reduced income when they retire, so adjnst-
ment will be easier if they pare their expenses down gradually in advance 
to meet this lower income level. If relocating Should be necessary, they 
are advised to look over the new location in advance so as to be aware of 
the disadvantages as well as the advantages. In choosing that all-
important retirement activity, they are advised to consider alternatives 
carefully, and if possible try it out before retirement, whether it's a 
hobby or a business or some form of community service. 
Included in this meeting also is a discussion of how social 
legislation affects retirees, a breakdown of the company retirement pro-
cedure, and a brief talk on the techniques useful in financial planning. 
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The meeting closes with the leader again reminding the group that re-
tirement can and should be the most productive part of a man's life, 
and definitely not a time fot doing nothing. 
4. The fourth meeting is given over to a discussion of actual 
retirement eases which include people that are known to the prospective 
retirees. Some of these people have suecess~lly adjusted to retire-
ment and others have not. The reasons for the success or failure of 
these individuals are then discussed. In summary, the leader reminds 
the group that only they can make the decisions leading to their success 
or failure in retirement living. They are being given the tools to work 
with, but using them is their own responsibility. 
5. The fifth and final meeting is devoted to a review of the 
previous meetings, after which each participant is given the opportunity 
to present his tentative retirement plans to the group for disanssion 
and criticism. During this discussion period, the group members are 
encouraged to question each other. At the end of the final session~ 
qualified personnel from the employee relations and the medical depart-
ment offer to give additional advice and counsel to individuals if they 
so desire. Each participant is interviewed at the end of a six month 
period, and further contact is made six months to a year after retire-
ment. The Esso Standard Oil Co. feels that the value of this system is 
that it arouses interest in retirement planning without the retiree feeliDg 
advice is being forced on him.* 
The above description of Esso Standard's pre-retirement 
counseling program is an example of what can and should be done throughout 
*23. pp 128 & 150 
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industry to alert prospective retirees to the problems awaiting them 
in retirement. 
Age Center of New England 
For those who argue that Esso Standard is a large and wealthy 
company that can well afford such a program, but that most smaller 
companies have neither the money nor the staff for snch an undertaking; 
an organization sneh as Boston's Age Center of B,ew England might well 
be the answer. 
The brainchild of Dr. Robert Monroe of Peter Bent Brigham 
Hospital, the purpose of this Center is to prepare people for happy 
retirement by aiding them in avoiding retirement shock which brings on 
or intensifies emotional and physical disttirbance generally identified 
with old age. The Center is divided into three seetions, working in 
close cooperation. 
1. Division of Health and Personality. This section inter-
views oldsters and guides them to the appropriate medical or 
psychiatric care they may need. 
2. Division of Social and Community Integration. Here the 
older person is encouraged to decide through interviews and 
aptitude tests, what type of work he is best suited for. 
After an evaluation is made, employment advisory clinics are 
held where the older worker meets employment managers of 
small businesses who may be able to use his services. Also, 
advice on educational courses which might be hel·oful in the 
older worker's adjustment , is given. -
3· Research Division. Here the findings of the cent er are 
correlated and data useful in shaping management policies and 
community attitudes toward older people is recorded. 
To date, some twenty or more smaller industrial firms in the 
Boston area are interested in the center which expects to draw its 
financial and moral support from industrial and business organizations . 
Membership in the center is voluntary and the oldsters pay 
a nominal $2 membership fee, but their real payment for this service 
will be the valuable research data they wi 11 suppl7. So far 9rf%, of the 
Age Center's clients ha~e been those 65 and over, but the Center hopes 
to attract more people in the pre-retired category. Some of the 
interested companies are now sending their prospective retirees in for 
special counseling, and it is hoped that in the future more and more 
companies will follo'" their lead.* 
The material presented in these first four chapters clearly 
indicates that pre-retirement counseling is both necessary and feasible 
for industry and society, if the p~siological, sociological, and 
psychological problems of our senior citizens are to be alleviated. 
In the next chapter the question of whether or not pre-retirement 
counseling is also economically necessary and feasible for industry and 
society will be examined. 
*24, P• 10 
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CHAPrER V 
ECONCMIC BENEFITS TO INDUSTRY AND SOCIETY ::H'RCM 
NATIONWIDE PRE-RETIRl!lMI!lNT COUNSELING PROGRAM 
Dollar Value of Older Workers' Productive Contribution Retained 
The primary role of a well integrated pre-retirement counseling 
program calculated to reach all levels of industry and society is, of 
course, educational. While the older worker ie being persuaded indi-
vidually to adopt a positive attitude toward post-retirement living, it 
is ho:ped that industry- and society will also be encour~ed to realisti-
cally evaluate their attitude toward the status of the older worker. The 
physiological, psychological and sociological implications of putting the 
older worker 11 on the shelf" are grave enough, but when the economic impli-
cations of the unused productive potential of the older worker are con-
sidered, industry and society should indeed take a careful look at the 
long run economic results of this policy of prematurely dhcarding the 
older worker. 
For example, the noted Harvard economist Sumner SchliChter has 
estimated that the annual loss of production from retired workers is ap-
proximately from $3 - $5 billion. Also the contribution of those 65 and 
over who were still working in 1952 was estimated to have been between 
$9 and $12 billion or nearly ~ of the national product.• 
Although p~siological, sociological and psychological reasons 
for improving the status of our senior citizens may be too intangible 
for our profit conscious industry and society to understand, the above is 
a''balance sheet" reason why industry and society should make some 
arrangements to decrease this $3 -$5 billion annual production loss. 
Possible Lessening of Tax Increases Necessary to Support 
Senior Citizens on Relief and in Institutions 
Actually the loss to the ecnnomy and to society is even greater 
than the annual $3 - $5 billion figure, since the incomes of many retired 
people are so inadequate that they need public assistance. Add to this 
the cost of public institutional care for those whose health is impaired 
because of the stresses and strains resulting from premature retirement, 
and it becomes obvious that the productive members of industry and 
society are being made to pay for their lack of foresight. Here again, 
a well integrated pre-retirement counseling program would bring these 
facts to light, so that the older workers might be enabled to remain 
self-supporting with a resultant lessening of the community tax burden. 
Lowered Cost of Union, Mgnagement and OASI Pension Plans 
The formula for figuring the cost of pensions is a matter of 
simple arithmetic: 
amount paid in benefits to employers 
plus 
the administration cost 
minus 
the interest return on invested funds. 
The biggest item, of course, is the amount paid out in benefits. If 
employers were persuaded to raise the retirement age or at least follow 
a more flexible retirement policy, the cost of union and management 
pension plans and of Old Age and Survivors Insurance would be sub-
stantially reduced since t~e majority of older workers would probably 
keep working, thus cutting down the number of years they would ordinarily 
be drawing on their pensions. 
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Sumner SChlichter has even suggested that one third of the 
saving to the OASI fund from this practice could be rebated to employers 
to encourage them to keep older workers beyond age 65 , or to hire older 
workers who are seeki:cg reemployment. He feels that sueh a program in 
the form of incentive legislation, while not completely solving th~ 
problem of the older worker, would reduce its seriousness, open new hopes 
for older workers, reduce the cost of pensions and increase the produc-
tivity of the economy; thus helping to pay for the security costs.* 
Maintenance of Stable Purchasing Power for Our Senior Citizen 
There were more than 13 million people 65 years of age and over 
in this country in 1952, and the annual rate of increase is expected to 
be approximately 400,000. By 1960, people in this age category will make 
up about 10% of the total population.** 
In 1948, of the 11 million people estimated to be over 65, 
3·5 million had no money income, and of the remaining 7•5 million, 
2.3 million had incomes of less than $500, with an equal number falling 
in the $500-$1000 class.*** So, of the 11 million over 65, 8.1 million 
had incomes so low as to make subsistence difficult if not impossible. 
To be sure, many of these people probably had other means of Sllpport, 
(with a consequent dilution of the purChasing power of those caring for 
them) but the point is their purChasing power was, and still is low, 
unless their circumstances. have altered considerably since 1948. 
Many of these people are willing and able to work if industry 
and society would give them the opportunity. If some means of making 
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more use of our senior citizens• productive potential, even on a part 
time basis, could be evolved , the resulting incnease and possible 
stabilization of their purchasing power might result in the development 
of a new and dependable market for consumer goods desired by our senior 
citizens. This is just another indirect economic result of the possible 
educational effect of nation-wide pre-retirement counseling. 
Industry• s Investment in Pension Programs Protected 
Thoughtful leaders in industry realize that it is poor public 
relations if the community blames their company for a retired person's 
early death because he was unprepared for ~ch a drastic change. Con-
sidering the cost of pension programs, it is downright stupid, from a 
financial point of view, for a company to sit idly by and watch the 
results of its financial planning wither aDd die along with the unpre-
pared retiree.* A little retirement preparation therefore will go far 
toward preventing the ill-will engendered in the community by the pre-
mature death of a "financially" well prepared retiree. 
Preservation of Experienced Labor Reserve 
in Case of Labor Shortage Caused by: 
1. War and its drain on younger men. 
World War II demonstrated the need for a reserve labor force 
to back up the younger men doing the actual fighting. And the older 
worker ably demonstrated that he was equal to the task. Fortunately for 
the United States there was quite a labor surplus to draw on in 1942 
because of the preceding depression period and the resulting unemployment. 
If such a need descended upon us today, we would be hard put to supply the 
labor necessary to back up our fighting men. However, if industry and 
*20, PP• 261-262 
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society ce~ be persuaded that the skills and experience of older workers 
should not be abruptly discarded, but perhaps utilized on a part time 
basis, our economy would have a pool of experienced workers to dratJ on in 
the event of anothet- wr emergency. 
2. Fewer workers aged 25-45 during next ten year period. 
If the predictions of Columbia University economist, Professor 
Peter Drucker bear fruit, there will be a labor shortage within the next 
decade. He points out that although there will be more people and con-
sequently more jobs during the next ten years, there will not be more 
people to fill these jobs. This, he believes, is because the products 
of the declining birth rate of the "depression thirties" will then be 
between the ages of twenty-five and forty-five, the prime working age 
range; and there will be fewer of them. 
Mr. Drucker also points out that the total population is now 
162,000,000 ;in 1965 it will be greater than 190,000,000, and by 1975 the 
population figures will approach 220,000,000 people. This population 
growth, says Mr. Drucker, assumes the same rate of growth we 1ve had 
through our history, and although the total population will grow very 
rapidly, the workiDg population will grow very slowly, if at all. The 
total population from 1955 to 1965 will increase by 30 million, but the 
working population between ages 20 and 65 will increase only by seven 
million. And in the 25-45 age group there will actually be a shrinkage 
of 2 million. At the same time, there will be 6 million more people over 
3• More young people attending college before entering labor 
market. 
Another reason (cited by Mr. Drucker) for an expected shrinkage 
in the working population is the trend toward more and more young people 
aspiring to a college education which will delay their entry into the 
work force. To back up this statement, he points out that although an 
abnormally low number of young people reached college age in 1954 (those 
born in the 30s when the birth rate was down) there was an unexpected 
increase in the number of new college students. This in spite of most 
GI Bill students having finished their education. Based on his obser-
vation of this trend, Mr. Drucker claims that there will be only 4 million 
more men and women available for work in 1965; i.e., 7 million minus _ 
3 million in college equals 4 million. 
A f'ur.ther factor is the trend toward decreasing the hours in 
the average work week which will also promote the demand for more workers. 
Based on the above reasoning,Mr. Drucker seams to think that older workers 
may have to be absorbed into the labor force.* If Mr. Drucker's reasoning 
is correct, a change now in our industrial and social attitude toward the 
older workers• status would provide us with the labor reserve necessary 
to cope with a possible labor shortage. Here again the educational 
effect of a well integrated pre-retirement counseling program m~ well 
prove to be of incalculable economic value. 
Older Workers Would be More Receptive to 
Retraining Necessitated by Automation 
One of the main purposes of pre-retirement counseling is to 
encourage an older worker to keep his mind flexible and receptive to new 
ideas. This habit of mental flexibili_ty l'rill be use:f'u.l to the older 
worker caught in the employment adjustment phase resulting from the 
*21, P• 28 
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present and fnture impact of automation on our economy. 
Since the present feelin~ is that the development of automation 
will eventually result in a greater proportion of skilled than semi-
skilled jobs, it would seem that a good deal of worker re-training for 
jobs with higher skills, will be necessary.* 
In fact, if Peter Drucker 1 s discussion of 11 the implications of 
au -omation for the labor force 11 can be used as a criterion, the chief 
problem with the gradual development of automation will be the re-trainig 
of workers and the development of a highly educated class of workers -- and 
not large scale unemployment,as is currently f~ared by unions.** 
If this proves to be the case a nucleus of mentally alert older 
workers should facilitate the process of employment adjustment, thus 
easing the strain necessarily imposed on the economy by such a radical 
technological change. 
Development of Special Talents of Aging Ponulation 
It is probably safe to say that everyone of us has some hidden 
talent which, if properly developed would be not only a source of personal 
satisfaction but also a means of supplementing our income, and therefore 
of benefit to the economy. 
Although we can't all be Winston Churchills, Bernard Baruches, 
or Arturo Toscaninis, we can, with a little effort, develop what hidden 
talent we have in our spare time -- but most of us never find the time! 
"If only someone had encouraged me to develop my talent when I was younger , 11 
you sometimes hear an older person say. Well, here is another possible 
*35, P• 166 
**22, PP• 4LI-45 
benefit that a widespread pre-retirement counseling program would confer 
on our society. 
In the next and final Chapter, conclusions based on the fore-
going chapters will be presented along with recommendations based on 
these conclusions. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A Reevaluation of Current Practices in Industry is Needed 
Reappraisal of Hiring Policies Needed 
To arbitrarily- put an age ceiling on hirings because of unsub-
stantiated, ~reconceived ideas about the efficienc.y and accident-proneness 
of older workers is poor management policy; and the reevaluation of this 
practice presents a challenge to responsible personnel administrators. 
A willingness to investigate the capabilities of workers 45 
years of age and over, (instead of accepting disparaging hears~ evidence) 
might well p~ big dividends. 
Pension Barrier Can Be Surmounted 
If every worker were given a vested interest in his company's 
pension fu.nd the objection to hiring him because he is too old to build 
up an ade~ate pension would be no longer as important a barrier to re-
employment as it is now. With a vested interest in his company 1s pension 
fund the worker could transfer his credits to his new company which also 
would increase his mobility. The feasibility of this practice on an 
industry-wide basis is worth investigating. 
Compulsory Retirement vs Discretionary Retirement a Moot Question 
As has been shown in Chapter II, there are convincing arguments 
both for and against the compulsory and the discretionary forms of retire-
ment programs. However, if there is a possibility of a future labor 
shortage, plus a need for utilizing all workers with a high degree of 
skill and experience in preparation for the retraining necessitated by an 
increase of automation in industry, the discretionary retirement method 
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will prevail. Whatever the outcome, there certainly is an urgent need 
for more union and management cooperation in the shaping of industrial 
retirement policies. 
Advance Planni~ Aids in Worker's 
Post-Retirement Ad.~tment 
Physiological 
If a person has intelligently planned in advance for his retire-
ment he is less likely to die of disease brought on prematurely because 
of boredom or frustration. The well-prepared retiree has a fUll schedule 
of activity laid out to keep mind and body active and healtb7. 
Psycholorlca.l 
By use of a chart such a.s that on page 31, the thoughtful 
retiree can be reasonably sure th~t his post-retirement activities will 
fulfill his psychological needs. At least, using such a device will make 
hi m think about the suitabilit y of his post-r et irement choi ces , whether 
it is part-time work, a hobby, or a communit~ activity, to cit e j ust a. 
few po ssi bilities . Advance preparat ion also gives the prospective ret i r ee 
the time to exper iment end the opportunity to avail himsel f of expert 
advice . 
Economic 
Here again pre-planning in most cases enables the ret i ree to 
accept a lo,.,rer income "'1. th a quiet confidence based on the kno\'lledge that 
he is financially prepared. With the aid of a pre-retirement counselor , 
he perhaps could start planning ten years before retirement, so that he 
would kno\'1 in advance what his approximate expenses would be in retirement , 
in relation t o his income. 
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Social 
Knowing what hie approximate post-retirement economic situa-
tion will be is help~l to the prepared retiree in deciding whether or 
not his social status can be maintained~ Perhaps ,he may have to move to 
cheaper quarters in the same neighborhood, or cancel his membership in 
the local club he has been associated with for many- years. Since he has 
prepared himself for the adjustment, it should not create a serious 
crisis, although ~uch decisions are always painful. The point is that by 
being prepared, the retiree has time to either consider satisfactory al-
ternatives or to cnshion himself emotionally for the time when he ~ ex-
perience a decline in his social status. 
"Reconditioning" PhilosophY' Should Be Develot!ed 
In place of the popular 11 Junk:yard11 philosophy of our society 
concerning older people and their problems, it might be well to substitute 
that of "reconditioning." After all, a dilapidated, rundo1rm automobile 
can be made almost as good as new if it hasn't been too badly abused. (It 
takes a skilled mechanic to do this of course.) 
The same holds true for an older worker, if he hasn't been too 
bad,ly abused, and if skilled help is available to him1 The developing of 
this "reconditioning" philosophy is the responsibility of unions, manage-
ment, and society as a whole. It can only be accomplished by a sincere 
attempt to break through the barriers of misunderstanding, prejudice and 
indifference which our senior citizens find so discouraging. 
An Effective Communication System is Needed 
It has been said that 11 a lack of interest generally indicates 
a lack of information," so the widespread indifference to the problems of 
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the older worker can perhaps be traced to alck of effective communication 
between industry, soci~ty, and the older worker. 
To correct this inexcusable situation, a well integrated educa-
tional program is necessary. Information could and should be excr~nged 
at the community and industrial level with the help of company pre-retire-
ment counseling programs such as Esso Standard's, and community programs 
such as Bos ton's Age Center of New England. When programs similar to 
these are functioning efficiently on a nationwide basis, industry and 
society will be well on the way to fulfilling their obligations to the 
senior citizens of this country, and at the same time be deriving eco-
nomic benefits from the productive efforts of these heretofore discarded 
older workers. 
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